
For over 25 years, Biofreeze has 

been cooling the Nation’s pain, 

providing cold therapy pain 

relief for:

Sore muscles

Arthritis

Sore joints

Back aches

FAST ACTING LONG LASTING POWERFUL



HOW DOES BIOFREEZE WORK?

Nerve cells regulate our perception of pain by carrying information from 

receptors found in the skin and throughout the body, to the spinal cord, 

before being sent to the brain for processing. The brain then interprets these 

signals and the body reacts to this stimuli in the form of pain.

Biofreeze produces a cold sensation that can be used to override pain signals 

through what is described as “Gate Control Theory”. This theory suggests 

that topical pain relief products block pain signals from passing these ‘gates’ 

leading to the brain.The user instead feels a cooling sensation.

BIOFREEZE BLOCKS THE PAIN SIGNAL

AREA OF PAIN PAIN SIGNAL

COLD THERAPY

BRAIN

3 GREAT FORMATS

GEL

PERFECT FOR WRIST, 

HAND & LEG PAIN

ROLL-ON

PERFECT FOR NECK 

& SHOULDER PAIN

SPRAY

PERFECT FOR BACK, 

FOOT & ANKLE PAIN

The gel tube is one of the 

most popular formats, ideal for 

hands-on application on both 

small and large muscle areas.

Handy size for life on the go. 

The massaging roll-on allows 

hands-free application and 

points also known as small 

knots in the muscles.

Perfect format for application 

on the go.

The spray format is ideal for 

people with limited mobility 

arising from conditions 

such as arthritis.

those hard to reach areas such 

as the middle to upper back, 

neck and lower extremities.

Delivers the same relief when 

sprayed upside down.



KNOW THE FACTS

WHEN? WHEN?

HEAT COLD 

HOW? HOW?

WHAT FOR? WHAT FOR?

Heat opens the blood vessels

the area swelling of the area

Muscle pain, 

muscle strains and sprains

WHY USE BIOFREEZE OVER ICE?

For years, ice has been used to reduce pain, swelling and nerve activity. 

Convenient application for use on the go

Promotes continued activity

Increased range of motion

Before exercise to 

improve movement

Chronic pain

Injury over 72 hours old

Acute pain often 

after exercise

A new swollen or 

Clinical studies in the US have shown that those who use 

Biofreeze, feel their symptoms of pain decrease twice as much 

as those who don’t.


